Likelihood-free methods such as approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) have extended the reach of statistical inference to problems with computationally intractable likelihoods. Such approaches perform well for small-to-moderate dimensional problems, but suffer a curse of dimensionality in the number of model parameters. We introduce a likelihood-free approximate Gibbs sampler that naturally circumvents the dimensionality issue by focusing on lower-dimensional conditional distributions. These distributions are estimated by flexible regression models either before the sampler is run, or adaptively during sampler implementation. As a result, and in comparison to Metropolis-Hastings based approaches, we are able to fit substantially more challenging statistical models than would otherwise be possible. We demonstrate the sampler's performance via two simulated examples, and a real analysis of Airbnb rental prices using a intractable high-dimensional multivariate non-linear state space model containing 13,140 parameters, which presents a real challenge to standard ABC techniques.
Introduction
Likelihood-free methods refer to procedures that perform likelihood-based statistical inference, but without direct evaluation of the likelihood function. This is attractive when the likelihood function is computationally prohibitive to evaluate due to dataset size or model complexity, or when the likelihood function is only known through a data generation process.
Some classes of likelihood-free methods include pseudo-marginal methods (Beaumont 2003; Andrieu and Roberts 2009) , indirect inference (Gourieroux et al. 1993 ) and approximate Bayesian computation (Sisson et al. 2018a ).
In particular, approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) methods form an approximation to the computationally intractable posterior distribution by firstly sampling parameter vectors from the prior, and conditional on these, generating synthetic datasets under the model. The parameter vectors are then weighted by how well a vector of summary statistics of the synthetic datasets matches the same summary statistics of the observed data.
ABC methods have seen extensive application and development over the past 15 years. See e.g. Sisson et al. (2018a) for a contemporary overview of this area.
However, ABC methods have mostly been limited to analyses with moderate numbers of parameters (< 50) due to the inherent curse-of-dimensionality of matching larger numbers of summary statistics, in what may be viewed as a high-dimensional kernel density estimation problem (Blum 2010) . For a fixed computational budget, the quality of the ABC posterior approximation deteriorates rapidly as the number of summary statistics (which is driven by the number of model parameters) increases .
A number of techniques for extending ABC methods to higher dimensional models have been developed. Post-processing techniques aim to reduce the approximation error by adjusting samples drawn from the ABC posterior approximation in a beneficial manner. These include regression-adjustments (Beaumont et al. 2002; Blum and François 2010; Blum et al. 2013 ), marginal adjustment (Nott et al. 2012) , and recalibration (Rodrigues et al. 2018; Prangle et al. 2014) . However, by their nature post-processing techniques are a means to improve an existing analysis rather than a principled approach to extend ABC methods to higher dimensions. In addition, evidence is emerging that some of these procedures, in particular regression-adjustment, perform less well than is generally believed (Raynal et al. 2018; Frazier et al. 2017) .
Alternative model-based approximations to the intractable posterior have been developed, including Gaussian copula models (Li et al. 2017) , Gaussian mixture models (Bonassi et al. 2011) , regression density estimation (Fan et al. 2013) , Gaussian processes (Gutmann and Corander 2016) , Bayesian indirect inference (Drovandi et al. 2015; Drovandi et al. 2018 ), variational Bayes (Tran et al. 2017 ) and synthetic likelihoods (Wood 2010; Ong et al. 2018 ). Each of these alternative models have appealing properties, although none of them fully address the high-dimensional ABC problem.
One technique that has some promise in helping extend ABC methods to higher dimensions is likelihood (or posterior) factorisation. When the likelihood can be factorised into lower dimensional components, lower dimensional comparisons of summary statistics can be made, thereby side-stepping the curse of dimensionality to some extent. This has been explored within hierarchical models by Bazin et al. (2010) , within an expectation-propagation scheme by Barthelmé and Chopin (2014) , for discretely observed Markov models by White et al. (2015) , and within the copula-ABC approach of Li et al. (2017) . However, such a factorisation is only available for particularly structured models (although see Li et al. 2017 ).
Other approaches include rephrasing summary statistic matching as a rare event problem , and using local Bayesian optimisation techniques for high-dimensional intractable models (Meeds and Welling 2015; Gutmann and Corander 2016) .
In one particular take on posterior factorisation, Kousathanas et al. (2016) developed an ABC Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm which only updates one parameter per iteration, so that the new candidate can be accepted or rejected based on a small subset of the summary statistics. This approach can increase MCMC acceptance rates, although it is limited by the need to generate a synthetic dataset at each algorithm iteration, which may be computationally prohibitive if used for expensive simulators. It also requires the identification of conditionally sufficient statistics for each parameter.
In this article we introduce a likelihood-free approximate Gibbs sampler that targets the high-dimensional posterior indirectly by approximating its full conditional distributions.
Low-dimensional regression-based models are constructed for each of these conditional distributions using synthetic (simulated) parameter value and summary statistic pairs, which then permit approximate Gibbs update steps. In contrast to Kousathanas et al. (2016) , synthetic datasets are not generated during each sampler iteration, thereby providing efficiencies for expensive simulator models, and only require sufficient synthetic datasets to adequately construct the full conditional models (e.g. Fan et al. 2013) . Construction of the approximate conditional distributions can exploit known structures of the high-dimensional posterior, where available, to considerably reduce computational overheads. The models themselves can also be constructed in localised or global forms.
In Section 2 we introduce the method for constructing regression-based conditional distributions and for implementing the likelihood-free approximate Gibbs sampler, and discuss possible sampler variants. In Section 3, we explore the performance of the algorithm under various sampler and model settings, and provide a real data analysis of an Airbnb dataset using an intractable state space model with 13,140 parameters in Section 4. Section 5 concludes with a discussion.
Likelihood-free approximate Gibbs sampler
Suppose that θ = (θ 1 , . . . , θ D ) is a D-dimensional parameter vector, with associated prior distribution π(θ), and a computationally intractable model for data p(X|θ). Given the observed data, X obs , interest lies in the posterior distribution π(θ|X obs ) ∝ p(X obs |θ)π(θ).
The ABC approximation is given by
where s = S(X) is a vector of summary statistics, s obs = S(X obs ) and
is a smoothing kernel with bandwidth parameter h > 0. If the summary statistics s are sufficient then the approximation error can be made arbitrarily small by taking h → 0 as in this case π ABC (θ|s obs ) will converge to the posterior distribution π(θ|X obs ). Otherwise, for non-sufficient s and h > 0 the approximation is given as (1). See e.g. Sisson et al. (2018b) for further discussion on this approximation. A simple procedure to draw samples from π ABC (θ|s obs ) is given in Algorithm 1. More sophisticated algorithms are available (e.g. Sisson and Fan 2018) .
Regression-adjustment post-processing methods (Beaumont et al. 2002; Blum and François 2010; Blum et al. 2013) are commonly used to mitigate the effect of h > 0 in (1) by fitting regression models of the form
, that are as close as possible to the corresponding intractable marginal distributions π(θ d |S) in the region of s obs . For example, in the local linear approach of Beaumont et al. (2002) the fitted models are of the form
, q is the length of the vector Algorithm 1 A simple importance sampling ABC algorithm Inputs:
• An observed dataset X obs .
• A prior π(θ) and intractable generative model p(X|θ).
• An observed vector of summary statistics s obs = S(X obs ).
• A smoothing kernel K h (u) with scale parameter h > 0.
• A positive integer N defining the number of ABC samples.
Data simulation and weighting:
For i = 1, . . . , N :
Output:
of summary statistics s, and To construct the likelihood-free approximate Gibbs sampler we similarly build regression models, but in this case we construct regression models of the form
is as close as possible to the true conditional distribution π(θ d |s obs , θ −d ) of π(θ|s obs ). The
indicate the function of S and θ −d used in the regression model to determine the conditional distribution of θ d , such as e.g. main effects or interactions. Clearly the appropriate dependent variables will vary with d, but will typically be relatively low dimensional (see the analyses in Section 3 for a guide on how these may be selected). The approximate Gibbs sampler will then cycle through each of these conditional distributions in turn, drawing
then the resulting Gibbs sampler will exactly target π(θ|s obs ). Otherwise, the resulting sampler will be an approximation (discussed further below). This procedure is outlined in Algorithm 2.
The algorithm begins similarly to many ABC algorithms, by drawing samples {(
from the predictive distribution (
In most standard ABC algorithms b(θ) is the prior distribution π(θ) or an importance sampling distribution. Then, a standard Gibbs sampler procedure is implemented by sampling each parameter in turn from an approximation to its full conditional distribution θ
. These approximations are fitted using the pool of weighted samples
, where the weights w
ensure that higher importance is given to those samples which more closely match both the observed data s obs and the conditioned values of the parameters
Clearly it is important that consideration be given to appropriate scaling of summary statistics and parameter values within the distance measure · to avoid one or other dominating the comparison. Note that it is only required that the full conditionals are estimated well in regions of high posterior density, rather than over the entirety of the support of θ. In this manner, the importance density b(θ) can be chosen to place θ (i) samples in regions where the conditional distributions need to be well approximated, which may be a much smaller region than specified by the prior π(θ) (e.g. Fan et al. 2013 ). One such strategy was successfully adopted by Fearnhead and Prangle (2012) who specified b(θ) as proportional to the prior π(θ) but restricted to a region of high posterior density as identified by a pilot simulation.
Any appropriate regression technique can be used to construct the models f (θ d |β
such as non-parametric models, GLMs, neural networks, semi-parametric models, lasso etc.
There are two possible ways to draw samples from each conditional regression model (step 2.2.4 in Algorithm 2). The first is when a parametric error distribution has been assumed, in which case a new sample may be drawn directly from the fitted distribution. For example, if the regression model is specified such that θ d ∼ N (μ,σ 2 ) for specifiedμ andσ 2 , then a new value of θ d may be drawn directly from N (μ,σ 2 ). Alternatively, when a parametric error distribution is not assumed, the (weighted) distribution of empirical residuals r In certain cases, the model p(θ|s obs ) will have a structure such that several of the model parameters will have exactly the same form of full conditional distribution π(θ d |s obs , θ −d ).
One such example is a hierarchical model (see Section 3.2) where 
specific weighting of step 2.2.2 can be removed, all samples weighted as
, thereby localising on summary statistics only, and the regression models fitted once only, prior to implementing the Gibbs sampler. This global model likelihood-free approximate Gibbs sampler is described in Algorithm 3. Clearly the computational overheads of Algorithm 3 are substantially lower than for the localised model version. However, the localised version may be expected to be more accurate in practice, precisely due to the localised approximation of the full conditional distributions, and the difficulty in deriving sufficiently accurate global regression models.
In certain circumstances it can be seen that the likelihood-free approximate Gibbs sampler will exactly target the true partial posterior π(θ|s obs ). In the case where the true conditional distributions π(θ d |s obs , θ −d ) are nested within the family of distributions described
due to the law of large numbers (N → ∞) and h → 0 eliminating the usual local ABC approximation error. In this case, then Algorithms 2 and 3 will be exact. In any other
This can be either a strong or weak approximation, whereby under a strong approximation f (θ d |β
e. finite N ). In this case, the likelihood-free approximate Gibbs sampler comes under the noisy Monte Carlo framework of Alquier et al. (2016) . Under a weak approximation,
constraints. This latter (weak) approximation can be arbitrarily good or poor.
When the fitted regression models only approximate the true posterior conditionals, then these may be incompatible in the sense that the set of approximate conditional distributions may not imply a joint distribution that is unique or even exists. This is equally a criticism of the ABC-MCMC sampler of Kousathanas et al. (2016) as it is of the likelihood-free approximate Gibbs sampler, unless for the former it can be guaranteed that the subset of summary statistics used to update θ d in an ABC Metropolis-Hastings update step is sufficient for the full conditional distribution. See e.g. Arnold et al. (1999) for a book-length treatment of conditional specification of statistical models.
Incompatible conditional distributions are commonly encountered in the area of multivariate imputation by chained equations (MICE) also known as fully conditional specification (FCS), which is specifically designed for incomplete data problems (van Buuren and Groothuis-Oudshoorn 2011). In the simplified case of multivariate conditional distributions within exponential families, Arnold et al. (1999) found that determining appropriate constraints on the model parameters to ensure a valid joint density was often unattainable.
However, other authors have expressed uncertainty on the effects of incompatibility, and simulation studies have suggested that the problem may not be serious in practice (van 
Simulation studies
We examine the performance of the likelihood-free approximate Gibbs sampler in two simulation studies: a Gaussian mixture model using global regression models, and in a simple hierarchical model with both local and global regression models.
A Gaussian mixture model
We consider the D-dimensional Gaussian mixture model of Nott et al. (2012) where
where φ D (x|a, B) denotes the multivariate Gaussian density with mean a and covariance
For illustration we consider the D = 2 dimensional case, with s obs = (5/2, 5/2) , fix ω = 0.3 and ρ = 0.7 as known constants and specify π(θ d ) as U (−20, 40) for d = 1, 2.
In this setting, the full conditional distributions for θ 1 and b 1 are given by
where L(x) = 1/(1+exp(−x)) denotes the logistic function. The full conditional distributions for θ 2 and b 2 may be obtained by switching the indices in the above. For this simple model we construct global regression models (Algorithm 3). We generate N = 1, 000, 000 samples from the prior predictive distribution (i.e. with b(θ) = π(θ)) and specify K h (u) as the uniform kernel (h = ∞).
As an illustration, we first naively attempt to approximate the full conditional distribution of θ 1 by a main-effects only (excluding b) Gaussian regression model
2 ). The resulting MLEs wereβ = (8.76, −0.31, 0, 0) (s.e. = (0.019, 0.001, 0.001, 0.001)) andσ = 16.16, which suggests that θ 1 is conditionally independent of s 2 and θ 2 . This can clearly be seen to be incorrect based on a simple graphical exploration of the synthetic samples. This is a clear warning of the need to consider sufficiently flexible regression models, with interaction effects (as discussed in Nott et al. 2012 and as is evident in the form of µ θ 1 ). Instead, we specify the regression mean with all main effects and interactions and, because the number of samples N is large, the resulting MLEs of β (and σ 2 ) matched the true values in (2) up to at least one decimal place (not shown). Figure 1a shows a kernel density estimate (KDE) of the differences between the fitted and true conditional mean values (μ
) for each of the N data points used in the regression.
In most cases, the absolute difference was less than 0.05. Figure 1b shows a KDE of the empirical residuals and the true N (0, 1 − ρ 2 ) error density. The similarity suggests that in sampling from the regression model, randomly choosing a residual is essentially equivalent to sampling from the true Gaussian error distribution. Given that we are fitting a regression model in the same family as the true conditional distribution, we have a strong approximation of θ 1 |(θ 2 , b, s) (as defined in Section 2) in this case. In a similar manner, we naturally model the conditional distribution of b 1 |(θ, b 2 , s) as a Bernoulli GLM with logistic link function, and all possible conditional main effects and interactions. Figure 1c examines the quality of this approximation by presenting the cdf's of the fitted and the true probabilities of p(b 1 = 1|θ 1 , s 1 = s 2 = 2.5, b 2 = 0, θ 2 = −2.5). The distributions are very similar, though still distinguishable. An explanation for this is that for most of the N samples, the conditional probability of b 1 is either (numerically) 0 or 1.
In other words, only the samples such that θ is close to the origin are informative for the regression parameters. This regression model is again a strong approximation to the true conditional distribution. Gaussian hierarchical model, with parameters θ = (µ 1 , . . . , µ U , µ, τ µ , τ x ) , is defined as
where X u denotes the -th observation in group u, for = 1, . . . , L and u = 1, . . . , U . The model is tractable, allowing direct comparison between the exact and approximate posteriors.
Prior
Full conditional distribution Estimate? Summary The full conditional distributions and prior specification for this model are given in Table 1 .
The structure of this model may be exploited to simplify sampler computations in three meaningful ways, as discussed in Section 2. First, π(µ u |s obs , θ −u ) is identical for u = 1, . . . , U , so these distributions only need to be approximated for one group. Second, the nodes which should be included within the regression function g d (S, θ −d ) are easily identified from the graph. Third, it is only necessary to approximate the full conditional distribution of parameters that are conditionally dependent on intractable quantities. In the following we only update µ u and τ x using approximate likelihood-free methods, and use the full conditional distributions for µ and τ µ (Table 1) .
We compare the exact Gibbs sampler with three different approximation strategies (each The distribution of each unit mean µ 1 , . . . , µ U depends on the data exclusively through the corresponding unit-specific summary statistics S u = (X u ,τ u ) (e.g. Bazin et al. 2010) , where X u andτ u are the sample mean and precision of the data in group u, respectively, and therefore we take g u (S, θ −u ) = (1, µ, τ µ , τ x , S u ) . Recall ( is not constant throughout the covariate space. Consequently, for the linear and non-linear model approaches, we approximate the true conditional distribution by
respectively, where ζ is a random variable with mean zero and fixed variance. The conditional expectation is estimated asm(g µu (·)) with a neural network using the R function h2o.deeplearning (LeDell et al. 2018) with default model settings. The variance term σ(g µu (·)) is similarly estimated by a gamma neural network fitted over the squared residuals
2 . An approximate sample from the full conditional distribution is then
where i is randomly selected from 1, . . . , N (step 2.2.4 in Algorithm 2).
For the full conditional distribution of τ x , after discarding uninformative nodes, we defined
where the symmetric summary statistics are
The covariate vector (µ 1 , . . . , µ U ) was also summarised by its mean and precision, µ andτ µu
Sampling from the full conditional distribution of τ x is achieved following the same procedure as for µ u , except that we use a gamma (rather than Gaussian) neural network model for the non-linear mean function.
The essential idea behind the ABC-PaSS method (Kousathanas et al. 2016 ) is to use approximately conditionally sufficient summary statistics within low-dimensional conditional Metropolis-Hastings updates. To conduct a fair comparison with approximate Gibbs sampling, to update τ x and µ u , at each iteration we draw proposals from their known (in this case) full conditional distributions. This favourably gives ABC-PaSS the best possible proposal distribution, and so allows the comparison between algorithms to focus on the form of the update mechanism. The summary statistics used for each parameter update are the same as for the approximate Gibbs samplers (S τ and S u for τ x and µ u respectively). Generating S u only requires simulating data from group u. The updates for µ and τ µ are performed using Gibbs updates, as before. We consider a single 'iteration' of the ABC-PaSS algorithm to update each model parameter in turn.
We generate L = 10 observations from U = 10 groups with µ = 0, τ µ = τ x = 1 and α µ = ν µ = α x = ν x = 1. We simulate M = 10, 000 iterations from each sampler. For the approximate Gibbs samplers, we first generated N = 10, 000 synthetic datasets from the prior predictive distribution. For the global models we chose K h to be uniform, with h determined to select the closest 5, 000 samples (in terms of Euclidean distance) to the observed symmetric summary statistics. For the local model, for each localised regression model we kept the closest 10% of the 5, 000 samples. For the kernels K h in the MetropolisHastings updates of the ABC-PaSS algorithm we set h = 0.5, 2 for µ u and τ x respectively.
Each simulation was replicated a total of 500 times. poor mixing (the 'sticking' phenomenon; Sisson et al. 2007) in the tail of the distribution (Figure 3e ). In contrast, mixing for the approximate Gibbs sampler is excellent (Figure 3f ).
Of the approximate Gibbs samplers, the simple-global approach performs least well for τ x -this is hardly surprising given the large differences between the exact conditional distributions and the simple regression models. However, localising the regressions (light blue line) at each stage of the Gibbs sampler produces a major improvement in the quality of the approximation. The same applies when the chosen regression models are flexible enough to accommodate non-linearities, interactions and heteroscedasticity (dark blue line).
A state space model of Airbnb data
We analyse a time series dataset containing Airbnb property rental prices in the city of Seattle, WA, USA in 2016. The dataset, available at kaggle.com, consists of 928,151 entries, each corresponding to an available listed space (property, room, etc) at a given date. The price distribution of these data on each day is non-Gaussian even after transformation. Hence we use the more flexible g-and-k distribution (Haynes 1998; Rayner and MacGillivray 2002) , which has an intractable density function, but a tractable quantile function
for B > 0 and k > −0.5 (with c = 0.8), where z(q) denotes the q-th quantile of the standard Gaussian distribution. As a simple 4-parameter univariate model with an intractable density, this distribution has gained popularity in the ABC literature (Drovandi and Pettitt 2011; Fearnhead and Prangle 2012; Peters and Sisson 2006) . Figure 4 shows L-moments estimates of each g-and-k parameter (Peters et al. 2016) for each day in the Airbnb dataset. Each parameter exhibits a dynamic level with a weekly seasonal effect, and a sudden shift induced by the start and end of the extended summer season (1st April to 31st September), as well as additional stochastic variation potentially depending on other factors. The series are also dependent with e.g. a strong negative correlation between scale (B) and kurtosis (k). We construct the following intractable non-linear state space model:
Link function:
Prior distribution:
where y t denotes the vector of (log) prices observed at time t, F t is a known p × 4 design matrix that maps the state vector θ t to the linear predictor λ t = (λ 1,t , . . . , λ 4,t ) , G t is a known p×p evolution matrix that dictates the system's dynamics, W t is a possibly unknown covariance matrix, and β t = (λ 1,t , exp(λ 2,t ), λ 3,t , exp(λ 4,t ) − 0.5) = (A, B, g, k) t represents the g-and-k distribution parameters. The link function h(·) ensures that β t respects the constraints imposed by the observation distribution. We assume that given θ t , the observations y t are independent and identically distributed. The sequence of errors w t are also assumed to be independent. Specification of F t and G t is provided in Appendix A.1. For this analysis we set m 0 = 0 and C 0 = 10 7 I, where 0 is a vector of zeros and I is the identity matrix, and W t = W = diag(1/τ 1 , . . . , 1/τ p ), with τ i ∼ Gamma(α = 10 −10 , ν = 10 −10 ), for
State space models provide a flexible and well-structured framework to probabilistically describe an extensive array of applied problems ( hurdles have limited the use of intractable dynamic models such as the one considered here, but increasing efforts to tackle this issue are being made (Jasra et al. 2012; Dean et al. 2014; Martin et al. 2014; Calvet and Czellar 2012; Yildirim et al. 2013; Picchini and Samson 2018; Martin et al. 2016) . Our approach extends the method given by Peters et al. (2016) .
Writing Θ = (θ 0 , . . . , θ T ), the joint distribution factorises as
The data y t only depend on the system state through λ t , so the full conditional distribution for θ t can be conveniently factorised as
One can sample from this distribution in two stages: λ * t ∼ p(λ t |·) and then θ * t ∼ p(θ t |λ * t , ·).
All full conditional distributions are tractable (see Appendix A.2) apart from p(λ t |·).
To approximate the linear predictor's conditional distribution, p(λ t |θ t−1 , θ t+1 , W , y t ),
we reduce the dimension of the conditioning set by replacing the observed data y t by the summary statistic s t = g(β t ), whereβ t is the L-moments estimator of β t given y t and g(·) is the link function defined above. While not fully sufficient, these statistics are highly informative and nearly unbiased for all sample sizes and parameters (Peters et al. 2016) .
It is useful to recognise that p(λ t |θ t−1 , θ t+1 , W , s t ) = p(λ t |φ t , s t ), where φ t = (f t , q t , n t ), and where f t = F t a t , q t = F t R t F t , and n t is the sample size at time t. As this structure is valid throughout the evolution period, the time label can be effectively dropped, which reduces the problem to approximating the distribution of a 4-dimensional vector, λ, conditional on 13 variables (q t is a diagonal matrix). Without loss of generality, we write
where µ λ and Σ 1/2 λ , as functions of φ and s, respectively denote the mean and the (Cholesky) square root of the covariance of (λ|φ, s). λ follows an unknown standardised distribution (that may also depend on φ and s). Even without knowledge of the distribution of λ , given the moments of the joint vector,
Linear Bayes (Hartigan 1969; Goldstein 1976; and Nott et al. 2012 in an ABC context) can be employed to give the estimatorŝ
To draw an approximate sample from p(λ t |θ t−1 , θ t+1 , W , y t ) within the Gibbs sampler we a) estimate the covariance matrix Ω φ , b) compute the conditional moments in (6), c) draw an approximate sample for λ , and d) plug-in the obtained values into (5).
To build the regression models we generate N = 5000 samples of φ uniformly on a hypercube that roughly covers the region that might be visited during the Gibbs run: the means f have the same range as observed in {s obs,t }, the diagonal elements of q are in the interval (0, 10 −5 ), and n spans the observed sample sizes. See e.g. Fearnhead and Prangle (2012) , Fan et al. (2013) for other strategies. For each sample φ
Recall that (λ, s) only depends on t through φ, so only a small single days' data needs to be generated.
For each step m = 1, . . . , M in the approximate Gibbs sampler and for each t = 1, . . . , T , conditional on the current value of φ * t we estimate
by computing the kernel-weighted sample covariance matrix over the centered samples
. . , N . We used the Epanechnikov kernel K h , with bandwidth chosen such that the closest 2000 samples had non-zero weight.
For eachΩ φ * t we then computeμ * λt andΣ * λt from (6). The empirical residuals are then given by
where the index k is drawn from (1, . . . , N ) with probability 3,t δ(t)), with 95% HPD intervals (shading) and L-moments estimates (grey lines); (b) Associated estimates of exp(A t ) (dots); (c) Estimated seasonal effect of the linear predictor λ 1,t given the posterior mean for θ [1] 3,t ; (d) Residual plot for A t , showing the differences s obs1,t −λ 1,t . Panels (e), (f): sampler trace plots for A at time t = 1 and its average summer effect θ The points in Figure 5b are the estimated location parameter means when including the estimated seasonality (Figure 5c ), for example, showing an average price increase of around 5.6% from Thursdays to Fridays. The residual plot (Figure 5d ) exhibits a slight lack-of-fit, suggesting some kind of annual sinusoidal modelling is required. The highest residual was observed on Valentine's weekend when, perhaps, there may be an increase in demand from couples. The lowest residual was on the first day of the high season: Friday, April 1st.
These results were based on M = 1 million approximate Gibbs sampler iterations, retaining every 20th sample, and then discarding the first 25,000 iterations as burn-in. The sampler was initialised from estimates obtained by fitting a simple state space model (that assumes each series in Figure 4 follows an independent dynamic linear model, with pre-specified matrices W [i] ) by Kalman smoothing. There are 13,140 unknown parameters in the model, and assessing chain convergence is not trivial. Trace plots of the location parameter A at time t = 1 and its average summer effect (θ 
Discussion
Because it suffers from the curse of dimensionality, ABC performs most effectively for lower dimensional models with lower dimensional summary statistics. In order to consider more complex and higher-dimensional models, such as the 13140 parameter dynamic model considered in Section 4, this dimensionality must be structurally lowered. This is achieved with the likelihood-free approximate Gibbs sampler. As the full conditional distributions are approximated by regression models, this approach can substantially outperform related Metropolis-Hastings based samplers (e.g. Kousathanas et al. 2016 ).
We considered various strategies for constructing the regression models. Localising bespoke regression models at each iteration of the approximate Gibbs sampler can approximate the true conditional distributions more accurately than global regression models that are fitted once, which ultimately leads to lower posterior approximation errors. However, they are correspondingly more expensive to implement. Similarly, simple regression models are faster to fit than more sophisticated models, at the price of greater approximation. The simulations in Section 3.2 demonstrated that non-linear deep learning models substantially improved the posterior estimates.
Similar to the Metropolis-Hastings ABC-MCMC algorithm of Kousathanas et al. (2016) , the likelihood-free approximate Gibbs sampler embraces the spirit of Bayesian modelling with potentially inconsistent conditional distributions, as advocated by Gelman (2004) . This potential inconsistency can be greatly diminished if the fitted regression models are sufficiently flexible so that they can approximate the true conditional distributions arbitrarily well. Whether this is possible or not is model and regression model specific. Very recent work by Clarté et al. (2019) provides interesting theoretical insights on the conditions under which this will be possible in the ABC context.
One possible drawback of the likelihood-free Gibbs sampler is that it trades off the greater accuracy of lower-dimensional ABC models for slower mixing Markov chains, particularly in more complex models, due to the Gibbs updates. However, this is a genuine tradeoff, and for some problems these tools are potentially the only feasible option. E n = (1, 0, . . . , 0) is an n-dimensional vector, δ(t) is an indicator function that takes value 1 if t is in the summer season and 0 otherwise, and 1 denotes a matrix of ones. J 2 , which is a Jordan block, implies a local-linear trend for the latent level θ 1,t . P 6 is a permutation matrix that models the weekly seasonal effect, which impacts the series though θ where ⊗ is the Kronecker product. This specification imposes those features perceived to drive the Airbnb data, however alternative models could be adopted. For more details on how to specify the matrix of a dynamic model, see e.g. Petris et al. (2009) . where w t = θ t − G t θ t−1 represents the system innovation at time t.
A.2: Full conditional distributions
For the system state θ t , the model equations imply that
where f t = F t a t , q t = F t R t F t , a t = R t (W −1 G t θ t−1 + G t+1 W −1 θ t+1 ), and R t = (G t+1 W −1 G t+1 +W −1 ) −1 . It then follows from the conditional properties of the multivariate normal distribution that p(θ t |θ t−1 , θ t+1 , W , λ t ) = N (µ t , Σ t ), where µ t = a t +R t F t q −1 t (λ t − f t ) and Σ t = R t − R t F t q −1 t F t R t .
Algorithm 3 
